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Let k be an algebraic number field. For any integral ideal m in k, r(m) 
denotes the group of all 2 x 2 matrices (; ~) whose elements are integers 
in k and satisfy the congruences IX = b 1, f3 - y - 0 mod m. In [2J 
we studied-for the case that k is totally-real-representations of the 
factor group M(m) = r( 1)/ r(m). Theta-functions were introduced with the 
aid of a totally-imaginary quadratic extension kl of k. The behaviour 
of these functions under the substitutions • --+ IX. +~ yielded a represen-y.+u 
tation R of M(m). It was remarked that, if m=mlm2 is a decomposition 
of m into relatively prime ideals, M(m) is the direct product of M(ml) 
and M(m2), hence the representations of M(m) are known as soon as they 
are known for those m that are powers of prime ideals ~. For the case 
m = ~m it was found that the representation R depended modulo equiva-
lence only on local properties of the extension k1/k. Moreover, hardly any 
use was made of regularity properties of the theta-functions. This led us 
to the thought that it might be possible to find a ~-adic analogue for 
the theta-functions. This turns out to be the case, as shall be shown in 
this article. The transformation formulae for these functions are extremely 
similar to those in [2J and yield again representations of M(~m). There 
is no need now to restrict ourselves to the case where k is totally-real. 
The functions we are going to use are derived from the separate terms 
in a Gaussian sum. Let p be a prime number, kp the field of p-adic numbers. 
00 
Every element • E kp can be written in the form .= L X"p" , where 
n=no 
the Xn are rational integers between 0 and p-l. We define the function 
00 -1 
E(.) by E(.) = II e2""a:npn = II e2ni a:n pn. It is known that E(.) is a 
n=no n=ft.o 
continuous character of the additive group of k p , and that every con-
tinuous character is of the form E(e.), where e is a fixed element of kp • 
If e is an integer, and. is restricted to the group of units, the function 
E(;:) depends only mod pm on •. If (; ~) E T(pm), ~::~ is again a 
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unit, congruent to T mod pm, hence this function is invariant under the 
substitutions of r(pm). Moreover, the functions E (~~) -the separate 
terms in the Gaussian sum I E (122~) - behave nicely under the 
Qmodpm p 
substitution T --+ -liT, for 
Here the coefficient of E (- ~) is a Gaussian sum, depending at most Tpm 
in its sign on T. This factor seems to be comparable with the factor VI/T 
occurring in the transformation formula for ordinary theta-functions. 
As they stand, these functions do not seem suitable for our purpose, 
so apart from working over an extension klJ of k p we have made several 
other changes. The reader will recognise that these changes have been 
made in order to avoid sign trouble and difficulties with the case p = 2, 
to have at our disposal a set of units that is transformed into itself by 
every substitution T --+ <XT+~ of r(I), and to obtain linear independence. 
YT+U 
We shall use the following notations: 
k is an algebraic number field, ,)J a prime ideal in k, klJ the completion 
of k at ,)J, containing the field of p-adic numbers kp • r(I) is the group 
of all 2 x 2 matrices of determinant 1 whose elements are integers in k, 
m is a non-negative rational integer and r(,)Jm) the normal subgroup of 
r(I) consisting of those (; ~) that are congruent to the unit matrix 
mod ,)Jm. 
For any finite extension F of klJ' I(F) is the ring of integers in F, 
U(F) the group of units in I(F), :n(F) a generating element of the maximal 
ideal in I(F), H(F) the subset of U(F) consisting of those T for which 
the congruence T ; mod :n(F) has no solution; E U(klJ). N F, SF are 
norm and trace in F with respect to k p • 
E will be the function on k p described above, while EF is the function 
ESF defined on F. This is a continuous character of the additive group 
of F. 
Now, let K be a finite extension of klJ with relative residue class degree 
f> 1 and ramification degree e, L an unramified quadratic extension of 
K, L1 a generating element of the absolute different of K. Nand S are the 
relative norm and trace of LIK. For any 12 EL, 12' is the conjugate of 12 
with respect to K. We write :n(klJ)=:n, and R shall be a complete set of 
representatives in I(L) for the ring I(L)/(:nm ). Notice that the assumption 
f> 1 implies that H(K) is not empty. 
We shall repeatedly use the following 
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Lemma 1°. Let A E I(L). Then 
E L ( eA' ) = {O it A¢'O mod nm e~ nmLJ N K (t')2m it A _ 0 mod nm 
2°. Let 8 E U(K). Then 
1 0. follows from the fact that E L (n~~) is a character of the additive 
group of I(L)/(nm ), equal to the principal character if and only if A = 0 
mod nm (notice that, since L/K is unramified, (LJ) is also the absolute 
different of L). 
The proof of 2° proceeds along the familiar lines of the calculation of 
the square of a Gaussian sum, after writing n=81n(K)ewith some 81 E U(K). 
It can be copied practically litter ally from [2], p. 8 ff. 
Now for every e E R we define the function 
() ( ) = E (N(e)l'+S(ez')) e 1', Z K A ' nmLJ 
where l' runs through H(K) and z through I(L). Evidently these functions 
depend modulo nm on e, l' and z. 
The functions ()e(l', z) are linearly independent over the complex 
numbers. For suppose we have a relation 
2 aef}e(l', z) = O. 
eER 
For any A E R we multiply this relation with E L ( - n~~)' Summing over 
z, we find 
( AZ') (N(e)l') ((e-A)Z') 0= 2 2 a ()e(l', z) EL - m A = 2 aeEK -;n-::r- 2 EL mLJ = 
ZER eER n LJ eER n LJ ZER n 
by the lemma, 1 0. Hence a). = O. 
We want to study the behaviour of these functions under the 
substitutions of T(I). We start with the remark that, if (; ~) E T(I), 
ex. + (J l' E H(K), Z E I(L), we have M+/J E H(K), Yl'+IJ E H(K), --.Il E H(K), 
. Yl'+u 
~ EI(L), since exIJ-{Jy= 1 implies (ex,{J) = 1, (y,IJ)= 1. Evidently we have 
Yl'+u 
(1) ( N(e){J) ()e(l'+{J, z) = EK nmLJ ()e(l', z). 
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Next we have 
Replacing Xl' + Z - (l by A, this can be written as 
by the lemma, 2°, or 
(2) 
Now, let A = (; ~) be an arbitrary element of r(I). At least one ofthe 
elements iX, Y is a unit. If Y is a unit, we have 
() (iXT+f3 _z ) = () (~ _ 1 _z) = 
e YT+O' YT+O e Y Y(YT+t5) , yT+t5 
= EK (N((l)iX) () ( ___ I ZY) 
ynmLJ e Y(YT+t5) , Y(YT+t5) 
by (I). Applying (2) on the right-hand side, we find 
where 
Again by (I), this can be written as 
Finally, replacing AY by A, we find 
(3) () (iXT+f3, _z_) = W L EK (N((l)iX-S(A(l')+N(A)t5) () ... (T, z). 
e yT+t5 YT+ 15 Au ynmLJ 
764 
If y is not a unit, IX is one, and by (2) we have 
.IEL(-p(l)fJ(yr+~ z ) 
I'ER nmLl I' -1X't' - f3' -1X't' - f3 . 
Applying (3) on the right-hand side, we obtain 
We write (nm, y)=na, and define 
(5) { 0 if (1 ¢ 't' mod n
a 
() = 
(J.T 1 if (1 - 't' mod n a 
for any pair (1, 't' E J(L). Set 
If y = 0 mod n m, we evidently have 
(6) 
If y ¢ 0 mod nm we write y=yona, p=po+plnm- a, and let po and PI 
run through complete residue systems mod n m- a and n a respectively. 
Then we find 
Writing A-lXe=(1na, and replacing poyo by po: 
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The sum over flO is known by the lemma, 2°. We find, after replacing yo 
and (J by y:n;-a and (A-iX(l):n;-a: 
(7) V=() (_l)e<m-a)NK(:p)m+aEK(N(A-IX(l)). 
,,!?A YIX:n;mLl 
Substituting (6) or (7) in (4) we find: 
Theorem 1: For any A = (; ~) EO T(l), we have 
where 
il y =I=- 0 mod :n;m, 
a is defined by :n;a=(:n;m, y), and ()"'e,A by (5). 
Now, if we define an action of A on functions 1(7:, z) by 
(8) 7: Z A _ E ( -N(z)y ) (IX7:+f3 _z ) I( , ) - K (y7:+b):n;mLl 1 Y7:+b' y7:+b 
we verify easily, that for AI, A2 EO T(l) 
(/(7:, Z)Al)A2 = 1(7:, Z)A1A2. 
Since moreover the functions (}e(7:, z) are mapped onto themselves by any 
A EO T(:pm), it follows that T(l)jT(:pm) acts as a group of linear transfor-
mations on the space spanned by the functions (}e(7:, z), and since these 
were linearly independent, we have 
Theorem 2: The map A -+ (Ue.J.) '/,s a matrix representation 01 
Remark that the introduction of the variable z not only has served 
to obtain linear independence, but enables us also to distinguish between 
the matrices A and - A, since these give different values for ~. 
Y7:+u 
It is an easy exercise to calculate the trace of the matrix (Ue,J.), which 
turns out to be independent of the special choice of :n; and Ll. Hence the 
above representation is modulo equivalence uniquely determined by the 
choice of the field K. Since it also depends on the ranges H(K) and I(L) 
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of rand z, we shall denote it by 
Rm(K, H(K), I(L)). 
In what follows we shall repeatedly abuse language by not distinguishing 
between a representation and the representation space connected with it, 
or between equivalent representations. 
There are several ways of finding invariant subspaces of Rm(K, H(K), 
I(L)). In the first place we remark that 
for every e E U(L) with N(e) _ 1 mod nm. For a way of exploiting this 
fact, we refer the reader to [1] and [2]. Something similar can be done, 
if we use the fact that 
implying that the functions ()e(r, z) + ()e,(r, z) span an invariant subspace, 
as do the functions ()e(r, z) - ()e,(r, z). 
We will describe a general principle by which invariant subspaces can 
be found. Suppose we have subsets Ho and 10 of H(K) and I(L) respectively, 
such that r EHo, z EIo imply tXr+~ EHo, ~ EIo for every (tX ~) E F(I). yr+u yr+u y u 
Let Rm(K, Ho,Io) be the space, spanned by the restrictions ()e(ro, zo) to 
Ho,Io of the functions ()e(r, z). The map 
cp: ()e(r, z) --+ ()e(ro, zo) 
induces a homomorphism of Rm(K, H(K), I(L)) onto Rm(K, H o, 10). Since 
cp commutes with all the maps A defined in (8), the kernel of cp is an 
invariant subspace, and its complement, equivalent to Rm(K, H o, 10 ), is 
also a representation, in other words: Rm(K, H o, 10 ) C Rm(K, H(K), I(L)). 
By means of this principle we shall show 
Theorem 3: 1°. If m;;;,2, R m- 2(K,H(K),I(L))CRm(K,H(K),I(L)). 
2°. If Ko is an extension of k,#, not totally ramified over k,# and properly 
contained in K, Lo an unramified quadratic extension of K o, we have 
Rm-h(Ko, H(Ko), I(Lo)) C Rm(K, H(K), I(L)) for h=O, 1, ... , m. 
To prove 1° we take Ho=H(K), 10 = nI(L), and consider the functions 
()"e(r, zo) contained in Rm(K, H(K), 10). We easily verify that if we write 
zo=nz, this function coincides with the function ()e(r, z) in R m- 2(K, H(K), 
I(L)), and moreover that the action of A on this function as an element 
of Rm(K, H(K), 10 ) coincides with the action on the function considered 
as an element of R m- 2(K, H(K), I(L)). Consequently we have 
R m- 2(K, H(K), I(L)) C Rm(K, H(K), 10 ) C Rm(K, H(K), I(L)). 
In order to prove the second statement, we first prove the following 
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Lemma: Let'!l be the different at KjKo. Every element at I(Ko) is relative 
trace at a generating element at '!l-l. 
The relative trace will be denoted by SKIK •. It is not difficult to show 
that KjKo admits an integral basis consisting of units. Indeed, let T be 
the inertia field of the extension KjKo, (K: T) =eo, (T: K) = to. For TjKo we 
take as a basis a set of elements WI, ... , WI. of I(T) whose residue classes 
mod n(Ko) constitute a basis of I(T)j(n(Ko)) over I(Ko)j(n(Ko)). These are 
clearly units. For KjT we take as a basis the elements iXl = 1, iXi = 1 + n(K)i-l, 
i = 2, ... , eo. Consequently the set fJl' ... , fJr of all products Wi iXj is an 
integral basis for KjKo consisting of units. Since Ko is properly contained 
in K, we have r> 1. Now let fJl *, ... , fJr * be the complementary basis, 
which is an I(Ko)-basis for '!l-l. Among these fJi* choose one, say fJl *, 
whose order in n(K) is minimal. Then clearly '!l-l = (fJl *), and since fJl' fJ2 
are units: '!l-l = (fJlfJl *) = (fJ2fJl *). Writing C = fJlfJl *, 'f] = fJ2fJl *, we have 
SKIK.(O = 1, SKIK.('f]) = O. Now let ~ be an arbitrary element of I(Ko). If 
~ is a unit we have '!l-l = (~O, SKIKo(~O =~. If ~ is not a unit, we have 
'!l-l=(~C+'f]), SKIKo(~C+'f])=~, which proves the lemma. 
Returning now to the second part of theorem 3, we take Ho=H(Ko), 
10=I(Lo), a generating element L'h of '!l such that SKIKo(L'h-l)=nh, and 
any generating element Llo E I(Ko) of the absolute different of Ko. We may 
suppose that LI =LloLll' Now if (] E I(Ko), we have 
(j ( ) = E (N((])iO +S((]zo') S (LI -1)) = E (N((])iO +S((]zo')) 
e io, Zo Ko m A KIKo 1 Ko m-h A • 
n LJO n LJO 
This function can be considered as an element of Rm-h(Ko, H(Ko), I(Lo). 
Again we verify that the action of A on the function, considered as an 
element of this space coincides with the action on the function as an 
element of Rm(K, H(Ko), I(Lo)), hence 
Rm-h(Ko, H(Ko), I(Lo)) C Rm(K, H(Ko), I(Lo)) C Rm(K, H(K), I(L)). 
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